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Abstract—For many embedded systems, data protection becomes a major issue. On those systems, processors are often heterogeneous and prevent from deploying a common, trusted hypervisor on all of them. Multiple native software stacks are thus bound to share the resources without protection between them. NoC-MPU is a Memory Protection Unit allowing to support the secure and flexible co-hosting of multiple native software stacks running in multiple protection domains, on any shared memory MP-SoC using a NoC. This paper presents a complete hardware architecture of this NoC-MPU mechanism, along with a software trusted model organization.
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I. INTRODUCTION

For many embedded systems, especially when handling protected content, data protection is a major issue. Only a few years ago, bi-partitioning techniques were enough to comply with security requirements. ARM, for example, proposed the TrustZone feature, allowing a "secure world" to live alongside a "non-secure world" [1].

Nowadays, this binary co-hosting is no more sufficient to answer the new security requirements. Recent consumption models promote, for example, the convergence of traditional video and Internet-based content [2]. This leads to a significant increase of the security complexity.

Devices such as set-top boxes now provide a multitude of services: User Interface, Conditional Access, Digital Right Management, Personal Video Recorder, etc. Each service finds its physical representation in a mixture of hardware and software components, ranging from small security-critical software stacks running on basic processors or accelerators, up to commodity OSes on complex application processors. Although these highly heterogeneous software stacks each contains internal sensitive information that must remain protected, all of them are bound to collaborate.

A. Co-hosting and Virtualization

New techniques are emerging to co-host multiple native software stacks in parallel and to transparently partition available platform resources among them. First intended for mainframe servers [3] and later for desktop systems [4]–[7], Virtualization is now reaching embedded systems. The pure software approaches [8], [9], relying on the use of a Memory Management Unit (MMU) to perform the isolation between native software stacks, are soon expected to be superseded by dedicated virtualization hardware support within embedded processors. However, in both cases, isolation is always achieved at processor level.

This processor-centric property makes the sharing of processing and memory resources efficient on symmetric multiprocessor architectures that can be controlled by a common trusted basis (e.g. a virtualization hypervisor). However, this approach is not convenient for heterogeneous multiprocessor shared-memory embedded systems-on-chip (MP-SoCs).

For instance, multimedia-oriented MP-SoCs are often composed of a small number of general purpose processors, assisted by various specialized programmable processors as well as dedicated coprocessors frequently having a DMA (Direct Memory Access) capability. The latter two are unable to support virtualization since they are mostly MMU-less, and sometimes do not even offer several privilege levels. Establishing a common trusted basis on such heterogeneous platforms is thus difficult, as long as, for example, a software stack running on a specialized processor is able to access the whole address space, bypassing completely any virtualization layer.

B. Software stacks and protection domains

As described in [10], this MP-SoC heterogeneity must be addressed by a platform-global protection mechanism, covering the full communication infrastructure, instead of a processor-centric mechanism. We define a protection domain as a set of specific access rights to the shared address space. We assume that each software stack running on a specialized processor is able to access the whole address space, bypassing completely any virtualization layer.
stack is issuing the transaction. Incidentally, this information is already supported by standard communication protocols: VCI [11] and OCP [12] respectively define the TRDID field and MThreadID field. While they have been specified to support – out-of-order – simultaneous transactions issued by multi-threaded processors, they can be used to tag the transactions with a "protection domain identifier".

In this perspective, we call multi-protection-domain an initiator device that has the capability to tag the transactions with a protection domain identifier, and we assume then that all initiator devices in the platform have this "multi-protection-domain" capability.

[10] introduced the concept of a global architecture mechanism supporting the secure and flexible co-hosting of multiple software stacks running in multiple protection domains. This paper proposes a possible hardware/software implementation of this mechanism called NoC-MPU (Network on Chip with Memory Protection Unit) that can be used in any shared address space MP-SoC using a NoC.

This paper is organized as follows: section II is an overview of the previously proposed NoC-based protection solutions; section III presents the proposed NoC-MPU architecture; finally, we conclude and look at future work in section IV.

II. RELATED WORK

While general NoC technology has been widely studied during the last decade, security aspects of NoC-based architectures have been addressed only recently.

Diguet et al. [13] may have been the first to tackle the idea of directly integrating a security mechanism with the NoC. The proposed mechanism checks the transactions between physical devices, authorizing them only if they comply to a predefined configuration (e.g. a given processor is allowed to access a given memory bank). As a result, the granularity of the access control is the hardware device. This static assignment does not support different access rights to memory areas within the same physical memory bank. Besides, this filtering method is also incompatible with co-hosting, where several protection domains are able to share the same initiator devices.

Fiorin et al. [14]–[16] have proposed a solution for data protection in MP-SoC architectures based on NoC. Their secure NoC architecture is composed of a set of Data Protection Units (DPUs) implemented within the Network Interface Controllers. The DPU can check and limit the access rights of initiator devices accessing various regions in a shared address space (e.g. a given processor is allowed to access a certain address region), with no performance overhead. The access rights are defined for each physical device, except for processors where the DPU can actually distinguish between the two operating roles (kernel/user). However, this is not sufficient to support several protection domains sharing the same processing resources. Finally, the DPU implements a segmentation approach without any caching mechanism: the access rights tables are directly embedded within DPUs. It seems difficult for this strategy to support flexible co-hosting of multiple protection domains potentially requiring access to multiple memory regions, since the access rights tables would be too large.

III. THE NOC-MPU APPROACH

In this section, we describe the hardware/software architecture of the proposed Memory Protection Unit (MPU) for NoC-based architectures, that is the key element to support a flexible co-hosting of several protection domains on a multiprocessor platform.

For the remainder, we adopt the term compartment, as introduced in [10], to refer to a software stack associated to a protection domain. The compartment identifier (CID) allows to associate any transaction issued by a multi-protection-domain device to the corresponding compartment.

A. Principle of operation

Protecting compartments from one another means actually protecting their code, data, exclusive uses of peripheral devices, etc. against misuses. In a shared address space architecture, these assets are typically address regions accessible through read or write transactions in this shared address space. Therefore, the access control must define, for each compartment, a set of access rights on various address regions. When a compartment is executing on a processor, the CID information is attached to each transaction. Isolation is achieved in the NoC by checking all the transactions against the set of access rights defined for this CID. As a result, the granularity of the access control becomes the compartment, a flexible, logical construct, instead of a physical device.

As illustrated in Figure 2, the MPU is a hardware module embedded in the NoC, supplying services similar to those offered by a "firewall" in local area networks.

The filtering algorithm performed by the MPU is defined by a permission table, indexed by the memory address of a
transaction request and its associated CID, and containing the access rights for each combination of these two entries. To provide for a large number of compartments, sharing the same address space with different access rights, this table cannot be stored within the MPU (contrary to the DPU mechanism [14]) but in the memory. On the other hand, the permission table must be stored in on-chip memory, for both performance and security reasons. Similarly to a standard MMU, the MPU module contains a small cache (called permission lookaside buffer, or PLB) and a dedicated Finite State Machine (FSM) to fetch the required entry from the permission table in case of a PLB miss. As shown in Figure 3, each new transaction triggers a PLB look-up. If the PLB contains the permission information for the tuple (address,CID) the transaction is granted or denied accordingly. Otherwise, the hardware FSM accesses the permission table in memory, located at the address hold by the permission table base, and refills the PLB with the missing information.

Fig. 3. Abstract architecture of the MPU module

[17] discussed alternative layouts for the permission tables. The two basic approaches are segmentation and pagination. In the segmented approach, the permission table is a linear array of segments ordered by segment base address. Although this method supports variable segment sizes, the lookup time can turn to be tremendous, as well as the update, whenever the number of segments is too high. We thus preferred the paged approach, where the address space is decomposed in fixed size pages, and the access rights are defined for each page. The worst-case lookup is deterministic and the management is quite easy.

The location of the MPU modules in the platform is relevant. The major advantage of being located at the initiators side (as in Figure 2) is that these input modules are able to prevent the Denial-of-Service attack where an initiator device tries to saturate the NoC by performing massive unauthorized accesses.

B. Hardware architecture

The proposed MPU module has been implemented in the DSPIN NoC [18], a packet-switching micro-network dedicated to shared memory multiprocessor architectures. Nevertheless, it could be embedded in any existing NoC supporting read/write transactions in a shared address space.

As pictured in Figure 4, the architecture has a flat mesh topology: one single device (initiator or target) is connected to each NoC router, via a Network Interface Controller (NIC). The NIC is in charge of adapting the packet-based DSPIN protocol to the device protocol (VCI/OCP in our implementation). Two types of NICs exist, depending on whether a NIC connects an initiator device (NIC/I) or a target device (NIC/T).

The MPUs are embedded inside NICs/I, and works in parallel with the protocol conversion. The permission table is implemented as a hierarchical, two levels, page table. There is one table per compartment. The page size is 4 KiB (12 bits), and the 20 MSB address bits are used to index the page table (10 bits for each level).

As shown in Figure 5, we use three VCI/OCP signals to access the PLB and check the access rights: the transaction is granted or denied accordingly. Otherwise, the hardware FSM access the PLB and check the access rights: the transaction is granted or denied accordingly. Otherwise, the hardware FSM tries to saturate the NoC by performing massive unauthorized accesses.

Fig. 4. DSPIN-based architecture with MPUs embedded in NICs

Fig. 5. Internal architecture of the PLB

Whenever the PLB does not contain the access rights...
corresponding to the current transaction, the hardware page walk FSM supersedes the protocol conversion to retrieve the information in memory (see Figure 6). A buffer of page directory pointers is indexed by the CID field to get the base address of the page directory associated to the compartment which issued the request. The 10 MSB of the 32 bits address are used as an offset to find, in the first level page directory, the base address of the second level page table. The second level page table is then accessed, using the next 10 address bits as an offset to find the access rights information (2 bits). This information is retrieved within the MPU, and added to the PLB thus able to be consulted again for checking the access rights of the current transaction.

The MPU performs these two memory accesses by reusing the same physical identity as the initiator device which issued the transaction (i.e. the device attached to the given NIC/I). The MPU then intercepts both responses when they come back via the NIC.

Since protocol conversion and MPU access are performed in parallel, embedding the MPU within the NIC ensures that no additional latency is provoked for PLB hits. A miss in the PLB, however, causes the transaction to be temporarily frozen while the PLB is refilled, which can increase the average latency.

C. Software architecture

The NoC-MPU protection mechanism nicely fits in the layered trust model proposed in the multi-compartment approach [10]. Multi-protection-domain programmable processors are each locally managed by a software Local Trusted Agent (LTA). A LTA is in charge of updating a range of CID values for both, itself and the compartments (e.g. applications) running above it. A LTA is considered a compartment with additional privileges. This local management is complemented by a Global Trusted Agent (GTA), acting platform-wide. The GTA handles the creation/destruction of compartments and supervises the shared address space partitioning among them, particularly through “on-the-fly” definition of page tables. It also configures the different MPUs, that is the initialization of directory page pointers, by the memory-mapped interface each MPU presents. The GTA typically receives and handles violation events (in case of unauthorized accesses), which can be signaled by software interrupts.

This protection scheme allows to support complex software architectures. For example, a standard hypervisor controlling several virtual machines on a general purpose processor and a real-time OS running user applications on a specialized processor can both act as LTAs. Both can schedule their user software stacks according to their policy and update respective CID values; a software stack running on a dedicated processor can act as the GTA to administrate the whole platform.

IV. Conclusion

In this paper we presented a novel, flexible and adaptive solution for secure co-hosting of several protection domains (compartments) running concurrently on a shared memory multiprocessor System-on-Chip using a NoC. We described the hardware module embedded in the Network Interface Controllers that allows a flexible partitioning of the shared memory address space among multiple compartments. We also described the trusted software model which fits nicely with this hardware protection scheme.

This complete hardware/software secure architecture is currently being implemented. First results concerning the performance overhead (i.e. due to PLB misses of the hardware protection modules) are encouraging, as well as the silicon area overhead of the hardware modules over a NoC infrastructure. The next logical step is to thoroughly characterize this performance overhead, evaluating typical execution scenarios. This involves benchmarking applications on multiple compartments and measuring the silicon overhead after synthesis of the hardware modules.
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